CHAPTER VIII - CAMPAIGNING

Sec. 8.1 START OF CAMPAIGNING. The sanctioned campaign period shall begin at 12:01AM on the Monday two weeks prior to the opening of the polls.

Sec. 8.2 SPENDING LIMITS. Each group participating in campus-wide elections will set its own spending limits for campaigns and is responsible for enforcing these limits with the candidates running in their respective races.

Sec. 8.3 UNAUTHORIZED CAMPAIGNING. All candidates are prohibited from campaigning, soliciting, or otherwise bringing attention to their campaign or election before the campaign period.

a. This prohibition includes all attempts to secure endorsements, sponsorships, or any other presentation of information made for public consumption or use.

b. However, this prohibition does not include the personal individual recruitment by a candidate of individual team members.

Sec. 8.4 ENTITY-SPECIFIC ELECTION CODES. Details regarding campaigning for a particular race that are not outlined within this code fall under the jurisdiction of the race's respective group.